
WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING WOULD WORK AS THE THESIS STATEMENT

FOR A COMPARE-AND-CONTRAST ESSAY APEX

Which of the following would work as the thesis statement for a compare-and- contrast essay apex - cartoon character
doing homework. 18 kwietnia ; Bez .

Unfortunately, the taste I encountered more than any other was rancidity. In my taste comparisons I also
learned how easy it is to over-roast hazelnuts. The trick is to allow the preference to grow out of the
comparison without actually stating the obvious. You want your reader to be able to look at your thesis
statement and say "oh! It is possible to mix these two approaches, but our approach will determine the overall
structure, pacing, and effect of the essay. Remember that we have excerpted paragraphs from the essay, so
other things are going on in the article that are not happening within this abridged version. The clusters look
like beaten-gold oak leaves and acorns in Greek jewelry; I expect Martha Stewart to be gilding them soon.
Looking at that sentence, i would expect you to be writing as essay talking about the manliness and
womanliness of each of the characters, which i assume is not the case. If you, too, are nuts about nuts, you can
read the whole essay by clicking here. Circle the elements that seem to pair off and draw lines between them.
If you are comparing and contrasting the characters in your essay, you need to mention both the comparing
and the contracting in you thesis. The trunks are seldom thicker than a forearm U. Best to roast the nuts in a
slow oven, degrees, for about ten minutes, just until you begin to smell them and they color very lightly.
Probably not, unless our comparison is going to lead our readers to a surprise: that for reasons they had never
thought of before, the nightlife of Davis, Oklahoma, is more fun, more fulfilling than the nightlife of the Big
Apple! Community college student Charles M. Turkish and Oregon nuts, I found, had the highest proportion
of wood flavor, Piedmont the highest proportion of hazelnut flavor. The second question is one of procedure.
First, is the comparison fair? The flavor of Viterbese hazelnuts is very fine, but that of Piedmont nuts is more
intense. I understand that this is a compare-and-contrast essay, but this sentence seems way too contradicting
to capture any attention of your reader. It would quickly succumb to eastern filbert blight, he says. This is why
I no longer buy hazelnut oil, whose flavor I love; it has usually been pressed in France, and by the time I get it
the oil has gone off completely. Let the reader figure out the preference from the language we use in the
contrast; let the language do its work. Most are of a variety called Barcelonaâ€”handsome round nuts
practically as big as macadamias and with nearly as little taste. Definitely not! Character A is a man, and
Character B is a women. Yea, and? Finally, the business of a comparison and contrast essay is frequently but
not always to demonstrate a preference for one thing over another. It is reprinted here with his kind
permission. The Comparison and Contrast Essay Introduction Perhaps the most common assignment in a
Composition course is the comparison and contrast essay. There were still nuts on the trees, each tightly
clustered with two or three distinctly lobed leaves, which are technically husks. You have a similar problem
here to the one in option C. But then, of course, you face the chore of both shelling and skinning the nuts.
Charles M. Why should we compare this movie to the novel it is based on? The oils oxidize and go rancid so
quickly that the only safe place to store nuts is in the freezer. Also, the skins of Piedmont nuts come off more
easily after heating skin adheres more or less tightly by variety , something that is crucial for candymakers
who want to use whole nuts.


